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About the Centre

The Crime and Justice Research Centre is a leader in high-impact interdisciplinary criminological research and holds important partnerships with professional and research bodies across Australia and internationally. Launched in 2012, the Centre has a distinctive critical and applied research program, focusing on common challenges that confront citizens, governments and criminal justice systems around the world. The Centre is based at QUT's Gardens Point campus and operates in conjunction with the School of Justice in the Faculty of Law.

Contact the Centre

Phone: (07) 3138 7118
Level 5, X Block
Gardens Point Campus
2 George St
Brisbane, QLD 4000
Email: enquiries@cjrc.qut.edu.au

In keeping with the spirit of Reconciliation, CJRC members and staff acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands where QUT now stands, and recognise that these have always been places of teaching and learning. We wish to pay respect to their Elders - past, present and emerging - and acknowledge the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people continue to play within the QUT community.
Centre Director’s Report

It has been another exciting year for the Crime and Justice Research Centre (CJRC) with much to celebrate. Our membership has expanded with the inclusion of outstanding new appointments; and we have witnessed an exciting array of research activity with significant impact.

Our *International Journal for Crime, Justice and Social Democracy* continues to go from strength to strength, with a fourfold increase in the number of abstract views and PDF downloads in the past two years. The journal’s editorial board is comprised of almost 50 leading international scholars from 15 countries and we are indebted to them for their support and active input. I would like to acknowledge the hard work of Kerry Carrington, John Scott, Kelly Richards and especially Alison McIntosh for all their efforts in ensuring that our journal is of high international quality, also thanks to our editorial board and especially our Adjunct Professors for their commitment and ongoing investment in CJRC’s success.

It has also been an impressive year for CJRC’s research output and this report highlights the many successes in granting, international collaboration, and quality peer-reviewed papers. It is also worth noting that almost all CJRC members have published books, or will do so shortly, with internationally reputable and highly regarded publishers. To be disseminating knowledges through diverse fora including authored monographs is an excellent contribution to the academic enterprise that we should collectively celebrate. We have also had several members receive prestigious awards and accolades, recognizing the quality of their work and their esteem in the field.

Of course, being a community of scholars committed to ‘creating change for a just world’, mobilises and activates us to speak out against injustice and uphold the values and principles of a progressive socially democratic society. In 2016, CJRC was instrumental in campaigning and ensuring that the Queensland Government passed legislation to remove children from adult detention in line with international law. This is research advocacy and impact at its very best and attests to the impact of sustained critical criminological scholarship. We have also had numerous colleagues speak publicly on various media issues throughout the year as part of our active research and public engagement strategy.

We have also convened a very successful seminar series as well as a number of symposia and colloquia which have been lively and well attended by stakeholders across government, industry, academia and the voluntary sectors. Many of public presentations have been podcasted on our website and through our social media platforms which have been very effective this year with a significant increase in followers.

In 2017 the 4th annual *International Conference on Crime, Justice and Social Democracy* conference at QUT will be co-hosted with the Asian Criminological Society in Cairns and we look forward to welcoming colleagues from around the world to explore the theme of *Crime and Justice and the Global South*.

It has been an outstanding year for the Crime and Justice and Research Centre and we look forward to 2017 with great enthusiasm and excitement. Finally, I would also like to acknowledge the outstanding contributions of our dedicated professional staff, namely Robyn Johnston, Alison Imber, Dominic Olm-Milligan, and especially Amy Gurd.

Professor Reece Walters  
Director, Crime and Justice Research Centre
## 2016 Centre Members and Research Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Research Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professor Reece Walters</td>
<td>Eco crime and environmental justice; green criminology; food and water crime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor Mark Lauchs</td>
<td>Corruption and accountability; Dark networks; organised crime; Work Integrated Learning and simulation in teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Matthew Ball</td>
<td>Queer criminology; queer theory; sexuality; critical criminology; Foucault; governmentality; poststructuralism; justice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Jodi Death</td>
<td>Child sexual abuse; sexuality; power; gendered violence; child protection in emerging communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Angela Daly</td>
<td>Law and technology; socio-legal studies; intellectual property; regulation; privacy; EU law; comparative law; political economy of law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor Terry Hutchinson</td>
<td>postgraduate Legal Research; Research Methodologies for Lawyers; Criminal Law; Youth Justice; Diversity in the Legal Profession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor Molly Dragiewicz</td>
<td>Domestic violence; child custody; family law; gender; feminist criminology; antifeminism; violence against women; sexual assault; human trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Cassandra Cross</td>
<td>Online fraud (policing, prevention and victim support); Identity crime; Cybercrime; Discourses on victim blaming; Crime prevention; policing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Claire Ferguson</td>
<td>Policing, crime scene staging, false reporting, crime reconstruction, criminal profiling, criminal investigation, criminal motivations, crime analysis, forensic victimology, forensic criminology, forensic science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Kerry Carrington</td>
<td>Southern criminology; youth justice and girls' violence; gendered violence; global justice and human rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor Molly Dragiewicz</td>
<td>Domestic violence; child custody; family law; gender; feminist criminology; antifeminism; violence against women; sexual assault; human trafficking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor John Scott</td>
<td>Ecology of crime (rural crime); social control &amp; public health regulations; the social construction &amp; governance of sexual deviance, mainly sex work; masculinity and violence; the supply and regulation of drugs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Belinda Carpenter</td>
<td>Autopsy; coroners systems; death investigations; medico-legal discourses; prostitution; violent offending women; domestic violence; sex, crime morality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Russell Hogg</td>
<td>Crime and justice in rural communities; criminology; punishment and social control; terrorism; political violence and security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Russell Hogg</td>
<td>Crime and justice in rural communities; criminology; punishment and social control; terrorism; political violence and security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Belinda Carpenter</td>
<td>Autopsy; coroners systems; death investigations; medico-legal discourses; prostitution; violent offending women; domestic violence; sex, crime morality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Belinda Carpenter</td>
<td>Autopsy; coroners systems; death investigations; medico-legal discourses; prostitution; violent offending women; domestic violence; sex, crime morality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Belinda Carpenter</td>
<td>Autopsy; coroners systems; death investigations; medico-legal discourses; prostitution; violent offending women; domestic violence; sex, crime morality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Belinda Carpenter</td>
<td>Autopsy; coroners systems; death investigations; medico-legal discourses; prostitution; violent offending women; domestic violence; sex, crime morality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Belinda Carpenter</td>
<td>Autopsy; coroners systems; death investigations; medico-legal discourses; prostitution; violent offending women; domestic violence; sex, crime morality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Research Areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr David Fonseca</td>
<td>Sociology of punishment; sociology of law; Criminal Justice in Brazil and Latin America.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Angela Higginson</td>
<td>Policing and crime control; systematic reviews and meta-analysis; anti-immigration sentiment; fraud and fire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Hope Johnson</td>
<td>Environmental justice; food law; food security &amp; regulation; agricultural law; human rights; climate change; ecology; trade law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Rowena Maguire</td>
<td>Climate ethics and justice; climate change litigation; forest regulation (international and domestic); international environmental law; reduced Emissions from deforestation and degradation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Monique Mann</td>
<td>Transnational policing; police technology; online policing; surveillance; biometrics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Alison McIntosh</td>
<td>Rural &amp; regional Australia; communities of place; communities of interest; migration; wellbeing &amp; belonging; resilience; masculinity &amp; violence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Erin O'Brien</td>
<td>Political activism, protest, and political violence; campaigning and lobbying tactics of political interest groups; human trafficking policy and discourse; sex work and the sex industry; migration policy and discourse; religion and politics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Carol Richards</td>
<td>Sustainable Food Systems; food security; global land acquisition; food governance; new social movements – food sovereignty &amp; climate justice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Kelly Richards</td>
<td>Youth justice; restorative justice; sexual violence; human trafficking; Circles of Support and Accountability; Online fraud victimization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Nigel Stobbs</td>
<td>Sentencing law and policy; homicide law; specialist courts and tribunals (including Indigenous courts); legal professional ethics; therapeutic Jurisprudence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. James Morton</td>
<td>Indigenous justice; sentencing law and policy; probation and parole practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position/Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Rosemary Barberet</td>
<td>Sociology Department, John Jay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Joanne Belknap</td>
<td>Department of Sociology, University of Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Judith Bessant</td>
<td>School of Global, Urban and Social Studies, RMIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor Avi Brisman</td>
<td>School of Justice Studies, Eastern Kentucky University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emeritus Professor David Brown</td>
<td>School of Law, University of New South Wales, AUS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Patricia Faraldo Cabana</td>
<td>Faculty of Law, University of A Coruña, Spain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Liqun Cao</td>
<td>Faculty of Social Science and Humanities, University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Mona Danner</td>
<td>Sociology and Criminal Justice, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Joseph Donnemeyer</td>
<td>School of Environment and Natural Resources, The Ohio State University, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Barry Goldson</td>
<td>Department of Sociology, Social Policy and Criminology, University of Liverpool, UK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjunct Associate Professor Phillip Kowalick</td>
<td>President Australian Institute of Professional Intelligence Officers (AIPIO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Jianhong Liu</td>
<td>Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Macau, China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjunct Associate Professor John Mickel</td>
<td>Professor, Former speaker of Queensland Parliament &amp; former Member of Queensland Legislative Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Charles Naylor</td>
<td>Professor, Chief Forensic Pathologist, Queensland Health, Brisbane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Scott Poynting</td>
<td>Professor, School of Social Sciences &amp; Psychology, Western Sydney University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Alex Sharpe</td>
<td>Professor, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Keele University, Staffordshire, UK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Nigel South</td>
<td>Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Essex, UK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Máximo Sozzo</td>
<td>Professor, Sociology and Criminology, the Universidad Nacional del Litoral, Santa Fe, Argentina.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Jacqueline Tombs</td>
<td>Professor, School for Business and Society, Glasgow Caledonian University, Scotland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Sandra Walklate</td>
<td>Professor, Department of Sociology, Social Policy and Criminology, University of Liverpool, UK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Rob White</td>
<td>Professor, School of Social Sciences, University of Tasmania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor Nancy Wonders</td>
<td>Professor, Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff AZ, USA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2016 New Members

**Dr Angela Higginson**

Dr Angela Higginson is a lecturer in the School of Justice, Faculty of Law, QUT. She holds a PhD in Criminology, a BA (Hons) in Psychology, a BA in Psychology and Philosophy, and a Graduate Certificate in Research Commercialisation. Prior to joining the School of Justice, Angela was a Lecturer and Research Fellow at the University of Queensland and also worked within the public sector as the Principal Advisor Statistical Research and Analysis in the Department of Emergency Services. Her PhD in Criminology developed statistical methods to understand patterns of Commonwealth fraud, working in partnership with the Australian Federal Police. Angela’s recent work focuses on policing and community processes for crime control, with a particular interest in the evaluation of policing practice through systematic reviews and meta-analysis.

**Dr David Santos Fonseca**

David Fonseca holds a PhD in sociology from New York University (USA), a LL M from Utrecht University (The Netherlands) and a LL B from UFMG (Brazil). Before coming to QUT School of Justice, he was an Assistant Law Professor, teaching Criminal Law and Criminology in UFG (Brazil). Bringing together both a sociological and a legal background, his work adopts a socio-legal approach to criminal justice and investigates recent developments in punishment and crime control. In his previous research, he analysed the modernization process of the Brazilian society and its close relationship to patterns of punishment and social control, mostly in relation to the recent emergence of mass incarceration and high-crime rates in the country. Currently, he aims to broaden the scope of his research and engage in comparative work with the analysis of crime and incarceration trends in other postcolonial societies.

**Dr Monique Mann**

Monique is interested in socio-legal research on the intersecting topics of organised crime, cybercrime, police technology, biometrics and surveillance. She graduated with a PhD from the ARC Centre of Excellence in Policing and Security (CEPS), Griffith University in 2015. While completing her PhD Monique worked as a Research Assistant at CEPS, interned with the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime in Vienna, and was a visiting scholar at the Regulatory Institutions Network (RegNet) at the Australian National University. From 2013-15 Monique was a Research Analyst at the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) where she worked across a suite of projects on police information systems.
Mr James Morton
Mr James Morton has been a defence barrister for nearly two decades, practicing mostly in regional and rural areas of Queensland and the Northern Territory with indigenous clients. He has recently been appointed at Chairperson of the Queensland Sentencing Advisory Council and is currently lecturing and completing his PhD in the Law Faculty. His doctoral research is examining how Torres Strait Islander people fit within the criminal justice system.

Dr Angela Daly
Dr Angela Daly is Vice Chancellor’s Research Fellow in QUT’s Faculty of Law, working on a project examining intellectual property and regulatory aspects of renewable energy technology in Australia and the European Union. She comes to QUT from the Swinburne Institute for Social Research, where she was a Postdoctoral Research Fellow researching 3D printing – her book *Socio-Legal Aspects of the 3D Printing Revolution* was published by Palgrave Macmillan in June 2016. Dr Daly was awarded a PhD for her work, ‘Mind the Gap: Private Power, Online Information Flows and EU Law’ from the European University Institute’s Department of Law. Her PhD thesis was the joint winner of the 2013-2015 Vittorio Frosini Prize in legal informatics and information law, awarded by the Fondazione Calamandrei (Italy).

Dr Carol Richards
Dr Carol Richards is a Senior Research Fellow in QUT’s Business School. She is a food and agricultural sociologist specialising in sustainable food systems, food insecurity, agricultural land acquisition, food governance and new social movements. She has contributed to academic and public debates on issues relating to power and social justice in the global food system. Her work examines some of the most critical issues of our times, presenting a scholarly and empirically grounded critique of resource acquisition and distribution.

Dr Hope Johnson
Hope Johnson is a senior research associate with the School of Law, Faculty of Law. She completed her PhD earlier this year with her thesis on international food and agricultural law and policy. Her research interests intersect with human rights, environmental laws, intellectual property and innovation, and international trade and investment law in the context of food, agriculture and development.
Seminar Series

The 2016 CJRC Seminar Series was successfully coordinated by Dr. Helen Berents. Presenters included CJRC staff and visiting scholars from Australia and other parts of the world.

**Thursday 17 March 2016 – Dr Karen Evans (University of Liverpool, UK):**

“**Gender Responsive Justice: A Critical Appraisal**”

At the end of the twentieth century a growing number of nations, states and organisations both national and supra-national in nature began to acknowledge that existing criminal justice and penal practices have not been sufficiently attentive to women’s needs and have, perhaps unintentionally, discriminated against women as a result. Consequently the concept of 'gender-responsive justice' - an orientation to working with women and girls which was based around a consideration of the special needs of women as prisoners and their particular pathways to offending was developed as a response. This presentation explored the development of this concept, the theories which have informed it, policy arenas in which gender-responsive justice has been attempted and the practices of gender-responsive justice which have subsequently emerged.

**Thursday 21 April 2016 – CJRC Staff: “Thinking Aloud’: Work in progress seminar (session 1)**

This new and exciting initiative presented a valuable opportunity for Centre staff to share ideas about their research in an informal and collegial setting. Nominated speakers were each given 10-15 minutes to present a brief overview of a project they were currently working on, followed by questions and feedback from the audience. The three speakers for the first 'Thinking Aloud' session included:

- **Dr Matthew Ball:** “Is it possible to decolonise queer criminology?”

- **Dr Claire Ferguson:** "Doing away with the missus": Murder and crime scene staging by police officers."

- **Mr. Gordon Chalmers:** "Is the constitutional recognition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples not concerned with recognition at all?"
Thursday 19 May 2016 – Dr Larissa Sandy & Dr Anastasia Powell (RMIT University):

“Narrative constructions of women as victims in news and social media: Case studies from trafficking in Cambodia and sexual violence in Victoria (Australia)”

This seminar grappled with some of the vexed issues surrounding constructions of female victimhood in the print and social media. In the seminar, Sandy and Powell highlighted their arguments with respect to two very seemingly different criminal justice issues. The discussion addressed the similarities that exist in relation to the rhetorical strategies designed to establish female innocence and construct victimhood and the frictions that exist when women’s raw, physical suffering is used a means of creating solidarity in local and global audiences.

Friday 22 July 2016 – Professor Kerry Carrington, Professor Russell Hogg, Professor John Scott and Dr Helen Berents (QUT):

“Southern Criminology”

This seminar outlined how southern criminology aims to transform criminological agendas to make them more befitting, inclusive of and responsive to the global problems of justice and security in the 21st century. Southern criminology seeks to internationalise and democratise criminological practice and knowledge, to liberate it from its Anglophone northern bias, to renovate its methodological approaches and to inject innovative perspectives into the study of crime and global justice from the periphery. It is primarily concerned with the careful analysis of networks and interactions linking South and North but which have been obscured by the metropolitan hegemony over criminological thought. In this seminar, Russell Hogg revisited and reconsidered the dominant narrative of penal modernism from the standpoint of southern penality; Kerry Carrington outlined how internationalising the gaze of feminist criminology is a vitally important project of southern criminology; Helen Berents drew on original ethnographic research in Los Altos de Cazuca to analyse how violence, insecurity and fear are woven into everyday life; and John Scott discussed his planned research on Torres Strait Islander peoples and crime and justice.
Monday 12 September 2016 – Dr Roger Clarke (ANU) and Dr Monique Mann (QUT):

“Regulation in the security space”

Dr Clarke’s presentation considered regulatory failures in the security space by analysing a series of test-cases. The cases include PIAs for national security initiatives, natural and imposed controls over big data analytics, and the current challenges of the ‘Internet of Things’, remotely-piloted drones, and autonomous cars. Dr Clarke also compared the notion of a ‘data protection impact assessment’ (DPIA) that is embedded in the European Commission’s GDPR with a normative model of what a PIA should look like. The test-cases suggested that the public is confronted by a wide array of regulatory failures.

Dr Mann’s presentation considered recent developments and oversight with automated facial recognition technology. Firstly, Automated Facial Recognition Technology (AFRT) and its law enforcement and border security applications were outlined, as well as its integration with image sources such as closed circuit television, social media and big data. Secondly, the presentation examined the existing privacy framework in Australia, arguing the legal system has lagged behind technological advancements, leading to a significant governance gap. Dr Mann concluded with a review of current oversight models, one of the most prominent being a biometrics commissioner to oversee the retention of sensitive personal information by government.

Thursday 22 September 2016, Dr Lesley Pruitt (Monash University):

“The Women in Blue Helmets: Gender, Policing, and the UN’s First All-Female Peacekeeping Unit”

This project explored the story of the first all-female police unit deployed by India to the UN peacekeeping mission in Liberia in January 2007. It investigated how the unit was originated, developed, and implemented, offering an important historical record of this unique initiative. Examining precedents in policing in the troop-contributing country and recent developments in policing in the host country, the project offered contextually rich examination of all-female units, explored the potential benefits of and challenges to women’s participation in peacekeeping, and illuminated broader questions about the relationship between gender, peace, and security.
Thursday 6 October 2016, Professor Raewyn Connell (University of Sydney) and Dr Jarrett Blaustein (Monash University):

“Crime, Justice and the Global South”

Professor Connell’s presentation “Decolonizing knowledge for changing criminology” discussed a major problem in contemporary social science and its implications for criminology. This problem is the embedding of the modern research-based knowledge formation – professed in universities – in global structures of power, inequality and exploitation, from early-modern colonialism to contemporary neoliberal globalization. Professor Connell explored the coloniality of knowledge and the major division of labour in the global economy of knowledge; then introduced the other knowledge formations operating in the contemporary world - indigenous knowledge, alternative universalisms, and southern theory.

Dr Blaustein’s presentation “Ethical criminologists fly economy: process-oriented criminological engagement in the Global South” examined how criminologists from the Global North increasingly find themselves engaging with policy makers and practitioners in the Global South. While there are many pitfalls awaiting Northern criminologists undertaking or promoting their research in the Global South, Dr. Blaustein drew upon the idea of ‘civic criminology’ to argue that it may still be possible to do so in an ethical and potentially beneficial manner.

Thursday 27 October 2016 – CJRC Staff: “’Thinking Aloud’: Work in progress seminar (session 2)

The second ‘Thinking Aloud’ session presented a valuable opportunity for Centre staff to share ideas about their research in an informal and collegial setting. Nominated speakers were each given 10-15 minutes to present a brief overview of a project they were currently working on, followed by questions and feedback from the audience.

Presenters included:
- Dr Cassandra Cross and Dr Kelly Richards: “Fraud victims’ experiences of qualitative interviews”
- Dr Angela Higginson: “Fear and loathing in the suburbs: positioning and punishing the immigrant ‘other’”
Key Centre Events

“Tainted love”: A symposium exploring the reality of romance fraud

On Tuesday 31 May 2016, The Crime and Justice Research Centre hosted an important symposium aiming to explore issues surrounding the prevention and support of romance fraud victims.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) reported that almost $23 million was lost to romance fraud by Australians in 2015. This figure increased to almost $55 million when adding in reports to the Australian Cybercrime Online Reporting Network and other disruption activities. Given the known low levels of reporting for this crime type, this figure is unlikely to represent the true extent of harm incurred by romance fraud.

Despite the magnitude of these losses, romance fraud remains somewhat of a hidden problem in society. Many victims are unable to disclose their situation to those around them, for a variety of reasons including the associated shame and stigma of this crime type.

Speakers for the event included:

 Sharon Armstrong – New Zealand campaigner and advocate for romance scam victims, she was herself caught up in a fraudulent relationship which led to her imprisonment in an Argentinian jail for attempting to traffic drugs and shared her personal story;
 Delia Rickard – Deputy Chair of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. Delia shared details of work being undertaken by the ACCC in seeking to prevent and educate consumers on romance fraud;
 David Hillyard – Acting Executive Director, Consumer Protection, Department of Commerce, Western Australia. David shared the success of “Project Sunbird” which is a collaborative initiative with the West Australian Police, targeting online fraud, including romance;
 Dr Cassandra Cross – Senior Lecturer, School of Justice, Queensland University of Technology. Cassandra provided some insights taken from romance fraud victims, based on a recent research project which examined the reporting experiences and support needs of online fraud victims in Australia.
“Monsters, Rebels, and Queers: Justice and the Outsider” Symposium

On Monday 15 August 2016, the Crime and Justice Research Centre hosted a ‘Monsters, Rebels, and Queers’ symposium with guest speakers Professor Alex Sharpe (Keele University), Dr Karin Sellberg (University of Queensland), and Dr Kiley Gaffney (QUT).

While those considered outside of the ‘normal’ have long been marginalised and stigmatised, some have also been seen as hopeful figures. Outsiders can illuminate the limits of our thought and of the ‘human’, and, as such, can challenge these limits, producing social, cultural, and political change.

The papers in this symposium looked at outsiders in many guises – monsters, rebels, and queers – particularly across pop culture, celebrity, literature, crime, and justice. The presenters examined the ways in which these figures illuminate forms of government and normalisation, and explored the variety of transgressive and transformative possibilities each of these figures holds. Doing so provided an opportunity to think in new ways about achieving justice in society, particularly through critical, feminist, and queer politics.

Presentations in this symposium included:

- "Scary Monsters: The Hopeful Undecidability of David Bowie" by Professor Alex Sharpe, Keele University;
- "Monstrosity, Mutation and the Female Grotesque in the Novels of Angela Carter and Jeanette Winterson" by Dr Karin Sellberg, University of Queensland
- "The Familiar Stranger: David Bowie and the Discursive Formation of Celebrity" by Dr Kiley Gaffney, QUT

Pictured (left to right): Dr. Matthew Ball, Dr. Karin Sellberg, Professor Alex Sharpe, Dr. Kiley Gaffney and Professor Reece Walters
School of Justice 25 Year Anniversary Breakfast

This year the School of Justice celebrated its 25th anniversary with a breakfast event in the Gardens Theatre. The School was established in 1991 at the request of the profession, following the Fitzgerald Enquiry. The enquiry highlighted the need for quality tertiary education for police officers. The School has since grown to become a leading centre for scholarship and teaching.

Over 85 justice professionals and academic staff attended the breakfast to celebrate the School’s 25th anniversary, which included guest speaker Ms Christine Nixon, former Chief Commissioner of the Victorian Police.

Christine Nixon was Australia’s first ever female Chief Commissioner of the Victorian Police, (2001 - 09) and before that was Assistant Commissioner of NSW Police (1994-2001). She has had 40 years’ experience in policing, organisational reform, risk management, crisis management, corruption prevention, emergency management and human resource management. With a keen interest in women in leadership, as well as the prevention of corruption, Christine has written extensively on these policing issues and has been lead investigator on a number of Australian Research Council grants. Ms Nixon drew upon her 40 years of practical leadership and current research to deliver an insightful and engaging presentation about women in law enforcement and the workforce.

Pictured (top): SOJ Staff & special guest Professor Raewyn Connell and guest speaker Ms Christine Nixon
Pictured (bottom): Ms Christine Nixon delivering her speech
Other distinguished guests who attended the breakfast include:

- Hon Yvette D’Ath, Queensland Attorney General;
- Hon Wayne Swan, Federal Labour Member for Lilley;
- Mr Kevin Cocks, Anti-Discrimination Commissioner;
- Ms Julia Duffy, Dep Director of the Public Guardian;
- Mr Scott McDougal, Director Caxton Legal Centre;
- Mr Michael Hogan, Director General Dept. Communities and Child Safety;
- Emeritus Professor Raewyn Connell;
- Mr Tim Fairfax, QUT Chancellor;
- Professor Arun Sharma, Acting Vice-Chancellor;
- Professor Suzi Derbyshire, Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Learning and Teaching);
- Professor John Humphrey, Executive Dean of Law;
- Professor Mandy Thomas, Executive Dean Creative Industries Faculty;
- Professor Carol Nicholl, Executive Dean Education Faculty;
- Professor Ross Young, Executive Dean Health Faculty.

_Pictured left to right: Professor John Humphrey, Hon Yvette D’Ath, Professor Kerry Carrington and Ms Christine Nixon_
CJRC Co-hosted Events

**QUT Crime Book Club: An Evening of Murder**

On Tuesday 4 October 2016, the CJRC and QUT Bookshop co-hosted the inaugural Crime Book Club Launch with a reading and discussion of David Murray’s book “The Murder of Alison Baden-Clay”.

The event also featured a presentation by CJRC researcher and forensic criminologist Dr Claire Ferguson, who discussed offender manipulation of violent crimes.
Climate Litigation Roundtable Event

On Wednesday 19 October 2016, the CJRC co-hosted a Climate Litigation Event with Griffith University and Southern Cross University. This event provided a forum for ongoing constructive networking and debate on issues connected with climate litigation. Held at QUT Gardens Point Campus, this event was designed to facilitate an ongoing constructive discussion between academics, practitioners, activists and the judiciary about the direction of future climate change litigation in Australia and its possibilities. The event provided an academic forum in which the issues of obligation, risk, litigation and mitigation can be comprehensively explored. The aim is to build a network and provide a forum to advance the understanding of climate litigation in Australia.

Attendees included:

- Professor Reece Walters, Director of Crime and Justice Research Centre, Faculty of Law, QUT
- Professor Jacqueline Peel (Melbourne University)
- Ariane Wilkinson (Environmental Justice Australia)
- Sue Higginson (EDO NSW)
- Michael Berkman (EDO Qld)
- Professor Matthew Rimmer (QUT)
- Giri Sivaraman and Teagan Lewis (Maurice Blackburn Lawyers)
- Professor Brendan Mackey (Griffith University)
- Dr Nicole Rogers (Southern Cross University)
- Dr Rowena Maguire (QUT)
- Benedict Coyne (Anderson, Frederick, Turner Lawyers)
- Mark Baker-Jones: (Dibbs Barker)
- Bridget Lewis (QUT)
- Angela Daly (QUT)

Pictured (clockwise from top left): Dr Nicole Rogers, Mr Benedict Coyne, Ms Ariane Wilkinson, Mr Mark Baker-Jones and Mr Michael Berkman
**Policing the Digital Age: Surveillance, Government Hacking and Rule-Of-Law Online**

On Monday 7 November 2016, the Crime and Justice Research Centre co-hosted a seminar with the Law Faculty’s Intellectual Property and Innovation Law Research Group.

The seminar featured presentations by two guest speakers from Deakin University, Dr Ian Warren and Dr Adam Molnar. The presentations examined the intersections between policing, technology, surveillance, and the role of criminal law in a digital age; highlighting issues of governance, social order and rule-of-law online.

**“Cannabis Law Reform in Australia: Panaceas, Promise and Pitfalls”**

On Monday 21 November 2016, the Crime and Justice Research Centre and the Law Faculty’s Australian Centre for Health Law Research co-hosted an event with guest speaker Professor Ian Freckelton, Melbourne Law School. In this lecture, Professor Freckelton contextualised current movements toward reform of medicinal cannabis in Australia. He identified problematic issues that have surfaced in relation to comparable reform efforts in the United States and Canada, and the risks of abuse within such reforms. Professor Freckelton presented a conceptual and empirical basis for medicinal cannabis law reform in Australia and reviewed the conditions for which it can plausibly be asserted that cannabis has a sufficient level of therapeutic efficacy. He asserted that for law reform to be effective, it should be gradualist and engage the confidence of both medical practitioners and pharmacists, avoiding homegrown schemes and smokeable forms of the drug.
The International Journal for Crime, Justice and Social Democracy is an open access, blind peer reviewed journal publishing critical research about challenges confronting criminal justice systems around the world. The journal has a distinguished International Editorial Board of 50 leading scholars from law and criminology across 14 countries and 5 continents. Editors in Chief are Professor Kerry Carrington and Professor John Scott.

Last year, the journal was accepted for inclusion in the elite databases, Scopus and Web of Science. This year the journal received the DOAJ seal of approval, a global independent indicator of journal quality recognising high publishing standards, high level of openness, and adherence to best practice. With over 220,000 abstract views and over 148,000 PDF article downloads to date, the journal continues to attract exceptional interest and growth.

Volume 5, No 1 (2016)

ARTICLES
Asher Flynn and Mark Halsey – “Critical criminology: Guest editors’ introduction”
Carolyn McKay – “Video Links from Prison: Permeability and the Carceral World”
Maggie Hall and Kate Rossmannith – “Imposed Stories: Prisoner Self-narratives in the Criminal Justice System in New South Wales, Australia”
David Scott and Helena Gosling – “Before Prison, Instead of Prison, Better Than Prison: Therapeutic Communities as an Abolitionist Real Utopia?”
Gavin Smith – “Life through a Lens: Risk, Surveillance and Subjectivity”
Nerida Chazal and Adam Pocrnic – “Kony 2012: Intervention Narratives and the Saviour Subject”
Scarlet Wilcock – “Policing Welfare: Risk, Gender and Criminality”

BOOK REVIEWS


ARTICLES
Molly Dragiewicz and Ruth M Mann – “Guest Editors’ Introduction”
Michael A Messner – “Forks in the Road of Men’s Gender Politics: Men’s Rights vs Feminist Allies”
Francis Dupuis-Déri – “State Antifeminism”
Katarzyna Wojnicka – “Masculist Groups in Poland: Aids of Mainstream Antifeminism”

Lise Gotell and Emily Dutton – “Sexual Violence in the ‘Manosphere’: Antifeminist Men’s Rights Discourses on Rape”

Elizabeth Sheehy – “Defending Battered Women in the Public Sphere”

Maria Edstrom – “The Trolls Disappear in the Light: Swedish Experiences of Mediated Sexualised Hate Speech in the Aftermath of Behring Breivik”

Vivienne Elizabeth – “‘I’d just lose it if there was any more stress in my life’: Separated Fathers, Fathers’ Rights and the News Media”

BOOK REVIEWS


Volume 5, No 3 (2016) Special Edition: Left Realism Today

ARTICLES

Walter DeKeseredy – “Guest Editor’s Introduction”

Roger Matthews – “Realist Criminology, the New Aetiological Crisis and the Crime Drop”

Walter DeKeseredy – “Contemporary Issues in Left Realism”

Joseph F Donnermeyer – “Without Place, Is It Real?”

Claire Renzetti – “Critical Realism and Feminist Criminology: Shall the Twain Ever Meet?”

John Lea – “Left Realism: A Radical Criminology for the Current Crisis”

Russell Hogg – “Left Realism and Social Democratic Renewal”

Simon Winlow and Steve Hall – “Realist Criminology and its Discontents”

INTERVIEW

Maximo Sozzo and David Fonseca – “From Critical Criminology to the Criminological Imagination: An Interview with Jock Young”

BOOK REVIEWS


Volume 5, No 4 (2016)

ARTICLES

Kerry Carrington and John Scott – “Chief Editors’ Introduction”


Jerjes Aguirre Ochoa and Casimiro Leco Tomas – “Democracy and Vigilantism: The Case of Michoacán, Mexico”

Abigail Kolb and Ted Palys – “Homegirls, Hoodrats and Hos: Co-Constructing Gang Status through Discourse and Performance”

Nigel South – “Free Trade Agreements, Private Courts and Environmental Exploitation: Disconnected Policy, Denials and Moral Disengagement”

Cassandra Cross – “‘They’re Very Lonely’: Understanding the Fraud Victimisation of Seniors”


David Rodriguez Goyes and Ragnhild Sollund – “Contesting and Contextualising Cites: Wildlife Trafficking in Colombia and Brazil”

Tyrone Kirchengast – “Victims’ Rights and the Right to Review: A Corollary of the Victim’s Pre-Trial Rights to Justice”

Ben Brown – “Fear of Crime in South Korea”

Francis Boateng and David Makin – “Where Do We Stand? An Exploratory Analysis of Confidence in African Court Systems”

BOOK REVIEWS


International Editorial Board

Professor Biko Agozino,
Virginia Tech, United States of America
Professor Joanne Belknap
University of Colorado at Boulder, US
Professor Judith Bessant
RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
Professor John Braithwaite
Australian National University, Australia
Associate Professor Avi Brisman
Eastern Kentucky University, US
Professor David Brown
University of New South Wales, Australia
Professor Ross Coomber
Griffith University, Australia
Professor Chris Cunneen
James Cook University, Australia
Professor Elliott Currie
University of California - Irvine, US
Professor Julie Davidson
Kingston University, United Kingdom
Professor Walter DeKeseredy
University of Ontario Institute of Technology, Canada
Associate Professor Lao Dongyan
Tsinghua University, China
Professor Joseph F Donnermeyer
The Ohio State University, US
Professor Dr Patricia Faraldo-Cabana
University of A Coruña, Spain
Professor Jeff Ferrell
University of Texas, US
Professor Mark Finnane
Griffith University, Australia
Associate Professor Stratos Georgoulas
University of the Aegean, Greece
Professor Barry Goldson
University of Liverpool, United Kingdom
Professor Mark Halsey
0Flinders University, Australia
Professor Kelly Hannah-Moffat
Centre for Criminology & Sociolegal Studies, Canada
Professor Keith Hayward
University of Kent, United Kingdom
Professor Russell Hogg
Queensland University of Technology, Australia
Professor Susanne Karstedt
University of Leeds, United Kingdom
Professor Michael Levi
Cardiff University, United Kingdom
Professor Jianhong Liu
University of Macau, China

Professor Kieran McEvoy
Queens University, Ireland
Dr Tracey McIntosh
The University of Auckland, New Zealand
Professor Ted Palys
Simon Fraser University, Canada
Professor Jo Phoenix
Durham University, United Kingdom
Professor Sharon Pickering
Monash University, Australia
Professor Elena Larrauri Pijoan
Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain
Professor Monika Platek
Warsaw University, Poland
Professor Scott Poynting
Queensland University of Technology, Australia
Professor John Pratt
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
Professor Sharyn Roach Anleu
Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
Professor Vincenzo Ruggiero
Middlesex University, United Kingdom
Professor Rick Sarre
University of South Australia, Australia
Professor Alex Sharpe
Keele University, United Kingdom
Professor Clifford Shearing
University of Cape Town, South Africa
Professor Yan'an Shi
Renmin University of China, China
Professor Ragnhild Sollund
University of Oslo, Norway
Professor Nigel South
University of Essex, United Kingdom
Professor Máximo Sozzo
Universidad Nacional del Litoral, Argentina
Professor Julie Stubbs
University of New South Wales, Australia
Professor Stephen Tomsen
University of Western Sydney, Australia
Professor Rene van Swaaningen
University of Rotterdam, Netherlands
Professor Sandra Walklate
University of Liverpool, United Kingdom
Professor Reece Walters
Queensland University of Technology, Australia
Associate Professor Leanne Weber
Monash University, Australia
Professor Rob White
University of Tasmania, Australia
Professor Nancy Wonders
Northern Arizona University, US
In 2017, the Crime and Justice Research Centre will co-host the Crime and Justice in Asia and the Global South International Conference with the Asian Criminology Society.

The conference brings together the 9th Annual Conference for the Asian Criminological Society, and the 4th biennial International Conference for Crime, Justice and Social Democracy. The purpose of co-hosting the two conferences is to promote a global criminology more befitting of the contemporary world in which we live.

The conference will take place at the Shangri-La Hotel in Cairns, Australia from 10-13 July 2017.

International speakers include:

- Professor Rosemary Barberet, John Jay College of Criminal Justice (USA)
- Professor Jianhong Liu, University of Macau
- Professor Raewyn Connell, University of Sydney
- Professor Chuen-Jim Sheu, National Tapei University
- Professor Guoling Zhao Peking University, China
- Professor Stephen Tomsen, University of Western Sydney
- Professor Elliott Currie, University of California
- Professor John Braithwaite, RegNet, ANU

For more information about the conference and to register, please visit the conference website: [crimejusticeconference.com.au](http://crimejusticeconference.com.au)

Pictured: The Shangri-La Hotel, Cairns Australia
CJRC Scholarships in Southern Criminology

In 2016, the Crime and Justice Research Centre awarded fifteen scholarships in Southern Criminology to international researchers. The main purpose of the scholarships are to support the winners traveling to and attending the *Crime and Justice in Asia and the Global South: International Conference*, July 2017. The other purpose is to support collaborative research with scholars in the Crime and Justice Research Centre on topics related to developing the projects of Southern Criminology.

Successful recipients and their winning abstract titles include:

- **Dr. Xiayou Yuan**, Shanghai University of Political Science and Law (China): “The potential for restorative justice amidst penal populism”
- **Dr. Julia Viebach**, University of Oxford (UK): “On narrative, trauma and testimony at the international criminal tribunal for Rwanda and the Rwandan Gacaca Courts”
- **Dr. Ross McGarry**, University of Liverpool (UK): “For a Southern Criminology of War”
- **Dr. Anqi Shen**, Teeside University (UK): “Alcohol counterfeiting in the People’ Republic of China”
- **Associate Professor Md. Kamal Uddin**, Chittagong University (Bangladesh, India): “Militarization of Policing, Controlling Crime and Terrorism, and Human Rights in Bangladesh”
- **Associate Professor Avi Brisman**, Eastern Kentucky University (USA) and **Professor Nigel South**, University of Essex (UK): “Climate injustice(s), water issues and southern criminology”
- **Dr. Diego Zysman**, University of Buenos Aires (Argentina, South America): “Building Social Democracy through Transitional Justice: Lessons from Argentina”
- **Professor Sandra Walklate**, University of Liverpool (UK): “Criminology, Gender and Risk: The dilemmas of Northern theorising for Southern responses to violence against women”
- **Professor Rob White**, University of Tasmania (Australia): “Environmental Horizon Scanning and Transnational Environmental Crime in the Asia-Pacific”
- **Professor Máximo Sozzo**, Universidad Nacional del Litoral (Argentina, South America): “Beyond the neoliberal penality thesis? Visions about the punitive turn on the Global South”
- **Professor Patricia Faraldo Cabana**, University of A Coruna (Spain): “Scientific excellence and Anglophone dominance”
- **Dr Leon Moosavi**, Director of the University of Liverpool in Singapore: “The Criminological Significance of Syed Hussein Alatas for the Global South and Beyond”
- **Dr Marilia de Nardin Budó**, University of Barcelona (Spain): “Environmental and occupational corporate crime in the asbestos case: exporting harm from Global North to Global South”
- **Professor Camila Prando**, University of Brazil: “The margins of Critical Criminology: the reinscription of the ‘Other colonial’”
Digital Communication and dissemination of research

Website
The website is a key resource of information for both internal QUT staff and promoting the Centre externally. The homepage features a live Twitter feed, News and Events feed, the Centre’s introductory video and a link to the Centre’s blog. The website also contains more in-depth information about the Centre, the International Crime Justice and Social Democracy Conference and Journal. The Centre website can be viewed at www.cjrc.qut.edu.au

Social Media
The Centre’s Twitter account has over 1,400 national and international followers.

The CJRC Twitter account can be accessed via https://twitter.com/CrimeJusticeQUT

Research Blog
The Centre’s blog is a key source of disseminating information about events, seminars, and recent publications by Centre members and Adjunct Professors. With over 120 subscribers, the blog is an effective tool for promoting CJRC activities, research and achievements.

To view and subscribe to the blog, visit the CJRC main website and follow the links.
## 2016 HDR Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Project Title &amp; Supervision Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Aleid, Abdulhamid Ibrahim A   | “The Saudi Legal System and Its Effect on Electronic Contract Formation”  
**Supervisors:** A/Prof Nicolas Suzor, Prof Belinda Carpenter, Adj/Prof Dan Hunter                                                                     |
| Alkhailan, Khaled (Under Examination) | “The Theory of Successful Criminal Entrepreneurs”  
**Supervisors:** A/Prof Mark Lauchs, Dr Cassandra Cross                                                                                                         |
| Baade, Danny                  | “Impact and influences on modern police organisations becoming learning organisation”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Cassandra Cross, Prof Russell Hogg, Prof John Scott (mentoring)                                           |
| Baker, Bethney                | “Examine how negative perceptions impact on the experiences of children in immigration detention within the Australian context”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Helen Berents, Dr Erin O’Brien, Prof Belinda Carpenter (mentoring)                                         |
| Beem, Amanda                  | “Socially Integrated Cannabis Users: A comparison of user experiences in Queensland and British Columbia”  
**Supervisors:** Prof John Scott, Dr Claire Ferguson, A/Prof Mark Lauchs                                                                                       |
| Berry, Scott (Under Examination) | “Community of Blood: Impacts and management of intersecting stigmas among Thai same-sex-attracted men and transgender people with HIV”  
**Supervisors:** Prof John Scott, Dr Matthew Ball                                                                                                           |
| Bilimoria, Nilesh Nirvan      | “Mapping Policies and Legal Approaches in Fiji for Climate-induced Cross-border Migration by Pacific Islanders”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Bridget Lewis, Dr Rowena Maguire, Prof Reece Walters (Mentoring Supervisor)                                                        |
| Couper, Amy                   | “Shark Bites in Western Australia: An Analysis of Government Response and Stakeholder Reactions”  
**Supervisors:** Prof Reece Walters, Dr Susan Fuller and A/Prof Mark Lauchs                                                                                   |
| Drinkuth, Katherina Juliane Janina | “The Fight for Visibility - Interactions between Users and Algorithms on UGC Platforms”  
**Supervisors:** A/Prof Nicolas Suzor, Dr Angela Daly, Prof Matthew Rimmer                                                                                     |
| Dwyer, Anna                   | “An exploratory study into the policing experience in remote Indigenous communities”  
**Supervisors:** Prof John Scott, Adj A/Prof Angela Dwyer                                                                                                        |
| Evans, Brodie                 | “Constructions of animal cruelty in Australian discourse: a case study of the live export debate”  
**Supervisors:** Prof Belinda Carpenter, Dr Matthew Ball, Dr Erin O’Brien                                                                                     |
| Farmer, Warren                | “Tactics Defined”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Carmel O’Sullivan, A/Prof Mark Lauchs                                                                                                        |
| Ganapathi, Janani             | “Open Educational Resources (OER): An Analysis of their Ability to Bridge India’s Literacy Gap”  
**Supervisors:** Prof Kamal Puri, Prof Belinda Carpenter, Adj/Prof Dan Hunter                                                                             |
| Gillett, Rosalie              | “Everyday Violence: Women’s Experiences of Abuse on Tinder”  
**Supervisors:** A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz, Dr Elija Cassidy, Dr Kelly Richards                                                                                   |
| Gurd, Amy                     | “The 'rurality' of sex: a qualitative investigation into community attitudes towards prostitution in rural and regional towns in Queensland”  
**Supervisors:** Prof John Scott, Prof Belinda Carpenter, Dr Erin O’Brien                                                                                   |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Project Title &amp; Supervision Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hewawasam Revulge, Kamal Kithsiri Karunadasa</td>
<td>“How organizational culture within the Department of Immigration and Border Protection (DIBP) affects compliance with the refugee convention: case study of Sri Lanka”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Dr Bridget Lewis, Dr Rowena Maguire, Prof Richard Johnstone (Mentoring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotten, Justine</td>
<td>“The negotiation of sexual consent between same sex attracted women”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz, Prof Kerry Carrington, Dr Kelly Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Matt</td>
<td>“Restoring Indigenous Sentencing: Canada showing Australia how?”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Dr Nigel Stobbs, Dr Kelly Richards, Prof Reece Walters (mentoring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jowett, Stephanie</td>
<td>“Limits to Parental Consent for ‘Special Medical Procedures’: An international human rights analysis of Australian law”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Dr Malcolm Smith, Dr Carmel O’Sullivan, Prof Ben Mathews (Mentoring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Michael</td>
<td>“Pathways and Partnerships: A Study of Private Policing Economic Crime in Australia”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> A/Prof Mark Lauchs, Dr Cassandra Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin, Ashleigh</td>
<td>“An empirical investigation into how young women engage in and upload female-to-female fights on social media.”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Prof Kerry Carrington, Adj A/Prof Angela Dwyer, Dr Kelly Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le, Tien Hoang</td>
<td>“Human trafficking in Vietnam: Preventing crime and protecting victims through inter-agency cooperation”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz, Prof Kerry Carrington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leite, Jake</td>
<td>“Strangulation in Domestic Violence”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz, Dr Claire Ferguson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrington, Shannon</td>
<td>“Dark Networks: Criminal Collaboration in Australian Police Forces”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> A/Prof Mark Lauchs, Dr Cassandra Cross, Adj Prof Robyn Keast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morton, James</td>
<td>“Understanding where the Torres Strait Islander people fit within the criminal justice system.”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Prof John Scott, Dr Nigel Stobbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muytjens, Sally</td>
<td>“An Exploration of the Existence of Paedophile Networks Within the Australian Catholic Church”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Dr Jodi Death, A/Prof Mark Lauchs (mentoring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen, Thi Kim Chung</td>
<td>“Access to Land for Vietnamese Women: A Comparative Legal Study”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Dr Rowena Maguire, A/Prof Judith McNamara, Prof Richard Johnstone (Mentoring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papazian, Natasha</td>
<td>“Transgender Intimate Partner Conflict: A Qualitative Analysis Among Sex and Gender Diverse Individuals”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz, Dr Matthew Ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Belinda</td>
<td>“Development of a Qualitative Understanding of Homicide Offender Motive”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Prof John Scott, Dr Claire Ferguson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooley, Kamarah</td>
<td>“Youth Justice Conferencing for Youth Misuse of Fire: A research-oriented evaluation”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Prof John Scott, Dr Claire Ferguson, Dr Kelly Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsay, Fiona</td>
<td>“The dilemma of interpreting Australia’s responsibilities to asylum seekers as a signatory for the 1951 United Nations Conventions relating to the Status of Refugees has been described as a ‘wicked problem’”  &lt;br&gt; <strong>Supervisors:</strong> Prof Belinda Carpenter, Dr Erin O’Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Name</td>
<td>Project Title &amp; Supervision Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Rowe, Elizabeth | “Refugees, asylum seekers and their journey: A qualitative study in the Australian context.”  
**Supervisors:** Prof Belinda Carpenter, Dr Kelly Richards, Dr Erin O'Brien |
| Suarda, Gede | “An Examination of Supervision Models for Terrorism Prisoners in Indonesia: An International Comparative Study”  
**Supervisors:** Prof Reece Walters, A/Prof Mark Lauchs |
| Sultana, Habiba | “The Agent-Victim Dichotomy in Feminist Thought: Sex Workers’ Construction of HIV Risk in Bangladesh”  
**Supervisors:** Prof John Scott, Prof Belinda Carpenter, A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz |
| Weir, Bridget | “Child Sexual Abuse in the Australian Roman Catholic Church: Utilising Techniques of Neutralisation to examine the effects on victims of abuse by clergy”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Jodi Death, Dr Kelly Richards, Prof Belinda Carpenter |
| Wilson, Michael | “Criminological Narratives of Resistance: How stories construct meaning and mobilise opposition to government surveillance programs”  
**Supervisors:** Prof Russell Hogg, Prof Belinda Carpenter, Dr Erin O'Brien |

**2016 HDR Completions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Project Title &amp; Supervision Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Birmingham, Matthew J. | Federalism and spheres of justice: The role of religion in Australian government schools  
**Supervisors:** A/Prof Sharon Hayes, A/Prof Mark Lauchs |
| Crawford, Christopher J | “The Human Rights Act 1998 (UK) and the Momcilovic decision: Implications for ‘dialogue’ in the Australian Capital Territory and Victoria”  
**Supervisors:** A/Prof Sharon Hayes, A/Prof Mark Lauchs |
| Grevis-James, Nancy | “The interactions between police and people with intellectual disabilities from the perspective of non-government organisations in QLD.”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Matthew Ball, Adj A/Prof Angela Dwyer, Prof Belinda Carpenter |
| Johnson, Hope N | “From the ground up: An analysis of the international regulation of agriculture using a rights-based approach to food security.”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Rowena Maguire, Dr Felicity Deane, Prof Reece Walters, Dr Bridget Lewis |
| Kumar, Navin | “Negotiating masculinity in male independent escorting”  
**Supervisors:** Prof John Scott, A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz, Dr Matthew Ball |
| Marei, Ibrahim Fatehi Ibrahim | “The law and policy for electricity generated by renewable energy: Greening the power in three Middle Eastern jurisdictions”  
**Supervisors:** Saiful Karim, Prof Reece Walters |
| de Weger, Stephen E | “Clerical sexual misconduct involving adults within the Roman Catholic Church”  
**Supervisors:** Dr Jodi Death, A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz |
Graduate Certificate in Domestic Violence

The School of Justice launched Australia’s first interdisciplinary, university–based Graduate Certificate in Domestic Violence in 2016. The first cohort included 65 anti-violence advocates, child protection staff, police officers, counsellors, lawyers, psychologists, health care workers and other professionals with a wealth of experience in the field as well as recent university graduates. The Graduate Certificate in Domestic Violence is a great example of evidence-based teaching for the real world. It was conceived after research on domestic violence education in Australia identified significant gaps in opportunities for university training. The units were refined with input from more than 100 community organisations and professionals who work in the field, and include JSN201 Dynamics of Domestic Violence, JSN202 Children and Family Violence, JSN203 Reducing Lethal Risk, and JSN204 Working with Domestic Violence Victims. The course is delivered fully online in order to provide flexible study for working professionals as well as opportunities for real-time discussion. The course was taught by CJRC experts Molly Dragiewicz, Claire Ferguson, and Jodi Death with additional lecturing by Dr Claire Moran and PhD candidate Justine Hotten, drawing upon their extensive knowledge of the evidence base on domestic violence, homicide, child abuse, and child protection.

For more information, see: https://www.qut.edu.au/study/courses/graduate-certificate-in-domestic-violence
2016 Events

Clockwise from top left: Justice academic staff at QUT Law Faculty graduation ceremony (July); Professor Kerry Carrington with Sydney Institute of Criminology academics; Dr David Fonseca at Crime & Punishment conference in Spain (September); SOJ/CJRC staff at welcome event (January).
Clockwise from top: Dr Monique Mann with colleagues at Deakin University; SOJ/CJRC staff at post-seminar dinner; 2016 School of Justice Honours students at Honours Colloquium event; Dr Hope Johnson winning two VC Performance Awards; Professor Kerry Carrington with Rhodes Scholar Harriet Horsfall.
Clockwise from top left: SOJ staff (October); 2016 Honours students on thesis submission day; Professor Kerry Carrington & Dr Claire Ferguson at Faculty of Law Halloween Event; Dr Cassandra Cross & Dr Matthew Ball in New Orleans for ASC conference (November); CJRC staff at 2016 ANZOC conference, Hobart.
Left to right (top row): CJRC staff at ASC booth in New Orleans (November); Prof John Scott being greeted in China by Jiangxi Research Institute;
Left to right (middle row): Ms. Robyn Johnston, Dr Kelly Richards & A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz being awarded VC Performance Awards by Executive Dean Professor John Humphrey;
Left to right (bottom row): Amy Gurd & Dr Monique Mann at social event (November); Dr Cassandra Cross, A/Prof Molly Dragiewicz & Dr Helen Berents at Law Graduation Ceremony (December).
Research Outputs

External funding

1. Australian National Research Organisation for Women’s Safety grant – An Evaluation of Circles of Support and Accountability (South Australia) and the Reintegration of Indigenous Dangerous Prisoners (Sexual Offenders) Act Perpetrators (Queensland). Dr Kelly Richards (CJRC), Dr Jodi Death (CJRC) and A/Prof Kieran McCartan, University of the West of England – ($145,605.00)

2. QUT Engagement Innovation grant – “Learning together”: Bringing prisoners and students together for peer learning about crime and justice (Dr Kelly Richards (CJRC), Dr Bronwyn Ewing, QUT Faculty of Education and Associate Prof. Lorana Bartels, University of Canberra) – ($29,771.08)

3. 2016 Mayor's Office for Policing and Crime, UK. PIs: Lorraine Mazerolle, Angela Higginson & Elizabeth Eggins. Building the Global Policing Database. (GBP 30,000 ($57,358)). Collaborative Research Agreement between University of Queensland and QUT ($30,000 QUT).

4. European Commission – "Inventory, Outlook, and Assessment of Emerging Environmental Crimes against Water in Europe - WATER CRIMES IN EUROPE" (Prof Reece Walters, Partner Investigator and International Expert) – (EUR 349,860).

5. Criminology Research Grant – Responding to cybercrime crime: Perceptions and needs of Australian police and the general community Cross, Cassandra (QUT), Anastasia Powell (RMIT) and Thomas Holt (Michigan State University) – ($79,904).

Books


23. **Faraldo Cabana, Patricia.** 2016. “Jubilaciones doradas, tarjetas black y otros desmanes de los administradores: del delito societario de administración desleal al delito común de administración...”
desleal del patrimonio ajeno”. In Corrupción y fraudes a consumidores: perspectivas y casos actuales, edited by L. M. PUENTE ABA, 25-45. Comares: Granada


Journal Articles


64. Devin, Bree and **Carol Richards.** 2016. “Food waste, power, and corporate social responsibility in the Australian food supply chain.” *Journal of Business Ethics*. Published online April 27, 2016. DOI: 10.1007/s10551-016-3181-z


73. **Ferguson, Claire** and John Malouff. 2016. “Assessing police classifications of sexual assault reports: A meta-analysis of false reporting rates.” *Archives of Sexual Behavior* 45(5): 1185-1193


79. **Larkin, Ashleigh** and Dwyer, Angela E. 2016. “Fighting like a girl ... or a boy? An analysis of videos of violence between young girls posted on online fight websites.” *Current Issues in Criminal Justice*, 27(3): 269-284


**Editorial Outputs**


Book Reviews


Reports


Refereed Conference Papers


Non-HERDC Outputs

126. Berents, Helen. 2016. “Not only do youth vote, they also represent their own”. *The Conversation*. 24 June: https://theconversation.com/not-only-do-youth-vote-they-also-represent-their-own-61076
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